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IT’S WHATS ON THE INSIDE THAT COUNTS…

You’ve picked your tent style, but now you

need to fill it.

From seating, lighting and bars to the

necessary background-basics

– we can help you with it all.

Our furniture items are also available for

hire independent of our tents.



TABLES

WOODEN TRESTLE
Handmade from rustic wood

180 x 75cm

Seats 3 per side

£13.00

ROUND TABLE
Requires linen

170cm diameter

Seats 10

£10.00

CHAIRS

WOODEN FOLDING
Seat pad additional

£3.50

LIMEWASH CHIVARI
With ivory seat pad 

£4.00

WOODEN CROSS-BACK
With seat pad 

£4.50

BENCHES

WOODEN BENCH
To match trestle table

180 x 30cm

Seats 3

£8.00

LOUNGE

CHESTERFIELD SET
Inc. 1 sofa & 2 chairs in real leather, 

plus 1 rustic-wood coffee table.

£210.00

CHILL OUT SET
Inc 1 rustic-wood coffee table and 6 

leather pouffes.

£65.00

< Pictured

Round Table with Cross-back Chair

SEATING & DINING





Pictured >

Chesterfield Set.
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Chill Out Set.



The BARS

COPPER BAR

Our one-of-a-kind showstopper

360cm wide / in 3 sections
£385.00

ROUND BAR

A huge centre-piece

Handmade from rustic wood

250cm diameter / in 4 sections
£150.00 per quarter
£500.00 for whole round

BARREL BAR

2 oak barrels with wooden top

180cm wide
£95.00

WOODEN BAR

Handmade with rustic wood

180cm wide
£125.00

The ACCESSORIES

BACK BAR UNIT

Copper-pipe supported shelves, on

a black-board backed wall.

For holding fridges (not supplied),

stock and displaying bottles and/or

glasses.
£250.00

OAK WHISKY BARREL

As pint-rests / tall tables. Excellent 

for displaying cakes or gifts.
£30.00 each

METAL BAR STOOL
£15.00

Pictured >

Wooden bar as DJ Decks.

TO THE BAR
Pull a pint, lay out cocktails or serve a simple high-tea. Our bars suit any style 

and budget. 



Pictured >

Round Bar with Edison Chandelier and mirror

ball.



WOODEN DOOR SET

Ideal for making a statement entrance, or staying cosy with hire in
colder months; our wooden double doors can be fixed to the canvas
walls of a Kata tipi.
£360.00

CLEAR-SIDE SET

For 2 linking Kata Tipi’s, this clear-side set is made of 1 rectangle and
2 triangle shaped pieces of clear, flexible plastic, to allow maximum
daylight into the space. It also increases the standing floorspace by
lifting and supporting the canvas side panels.
£260.00

PICTURED

Our large COPPER BAR with BAR STOOLS
Sits underneath the canopy of 2 lifted TIPI walls
In front of the CLEAR SIDE SET



Pictured >

Back Bar Unit



FAIRY LIGHTS

TIPI SET
Includes 5 strings per tipi
£65.00

STRETCH TENT
For perimeter & centre poles
£125.00 
(Prices from)

LED LIGHTS 

TIPI SET
Includes 4 colour-change 
downlighters + 1 uplighter
£120.00

STRETCH TENT
1 pair floor-stand uplighters
£60.00
(Prices from)

SAILCLOTH TENT
2 uplighters per central pole
£60.00
(Prices from)

FESTOONS

SAILCLOTH TENT
Draped from centre poles
4 strings per pole
£125.00

TIPI-TOPPER FESTOON
Linking the tops of tipis for a Wow 
factor you can see from a distance
£150.00
(for 2 connecting tipis)

AS FESTOONED WALKWAY
Including matting & crooks
£120.00 p/10 meters

DANCELIGHT SET

Mirror Ball & pin-spots
£120.00

OVER-BAR SET

3 hanging pendant shades
£130.00

EDISON LIGHT CHANDELIER

Round light fitting to be hung from 
middle of Tipi.
£175.00

< PICTURED

Festooned Walkway.

All of our tent hire prices are made without lighting so that every hire can 
be personalised. Whether you like to keep things simple and sun-lit, or all 
out twinkle, we are happy to help make sure your event will shine.  
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Draped Festoon and LED Light Set.



< Pictured

Tipi Fairy Lights & FestoonedWalkway.



DANCEFLOOR

WOODEN FLOORS

NONAGON / ‘TIPI’-SHAPED

Handmade from rustic wood

450cm wide 
£195.00

SQUARE

Handmade from rustic wood

400cm wide 

Made of 100x100cm tiles
£225.00

BLACK TILE

Square

350cm wide
£175.00

STAGES

Wooden Section

Multiples available for any-size band

120 X 180cm
£65.00

< PICTURED

Nonagon Dancefloor with Dance light Mirror 

Ball
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Stage Sections.





FIREPLACE

*For indoor use in TIPIS only*
Also suitable for outdoor use
With BIOFUEL or LOGS
£145.00

OUTDOOR FIREPIT
Steel framed
£70.00

DECORATIVE EXTRAS

LARGE EASEL
Handmade, wooden
£30.00

ROPE SWING TIPI
For hanging florals
£35.00

ROPE SWING SAILCLOTH
In three parts, for hanging florals

WALKWAY MATTING
Price p/10 meters (external use)
£35.00

Pictured >

Fireplace with Biofuel Burner.



Pictured >

Sailcloth Rope Swing, Copper Bar, Back Bar Unit,

WoodenTables and Cross Back Chairs.



Very often, if you are hiring from us it is because you are planning an outdoor
event, often where usual provisions need to be bought in for the day; including
heating, loos and the power to run it all from.

After years of working with trusted and reputable suppliers, our team are happy 
to source the appropriate equipment for your event, using their experience and 
expertise to organise the logistics and chat the technical lingo on your behalf. 
Leaving you with more time to plan the pretty bits.

HEATER

Set outside with heat ducted.
(Prices from)
£350.00*

GENERATOR

40KVA as standard.
(Prices from)
£650.00*

LUXURY LOO UNIT

2+1 as standard,
(Prices from)
£650.00

CATERING TENT

600 x 400cm
Flooring & basic lighting
£400.00

*please note, we pre-charge fuel per
energy unit. Full details shown on
quote/T&Cs



HELLO@CAMBRIDGETENTCOMPANY.COM | 01799 542232 

CAMBRIDGETENTCOMPANY.COM | @cambridge_tent_company


